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Congratulations, you’ve made it:
more than six months after we observed the coming of winter in the first JCR motion of the year, the
dark days have passed and it’s time to come out of hibernation and
enjoy the spring. With the weather finally becoming as hospitable as
it is on a day-to-day basis more or less everywhere else in the world,
we can all make use of Worcester’s second biggest asset (narrowly
coming in behind Julian Austin’s right foot) by hitting the grounds. So
far I’ve seen rounders, five a side, tennis, cricket and croquet, all of
which look set to perpetuate right through what is undoubtedly Oxford’s most glorious term. Outside the college walls, barbecues in
Portmeadow and punting from Magdalen bridge - both ideally enjoyed with a bottle of Pimm’s - are absolute musts for everyone who
hasn’t had the bad luck to land themselves with exams.

Hello Worcester!
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Change is afoot in the JCR, too, and I’m delighted to welcome our
new committee members, who bring us new arts and entz, this new
look Woosta Source, and maybe most infamously, a new medium for
JCR communications. Whatever your opinions on the two term plan, I’m sure you’re as intrigued as I am to hear promises of weekly performances by Junior World Champion cup stackers and BBC Young Musicians of the Year. The changes don’t stop there though: Thursday is
Election Day, so be sure to get down to the Buttery to vote for your new JCR President. Rumours of another Davies-Metzer election night special
can only add to the hype surrounding this one.
Happy Trinity! VVV x

Quack ho Worcester! Like an avian Dr Who, I’ve regenerated, and am full of beans (or more accurately, chicken feed),
excited to report to you all the delicious salacity happening in the great Hoi-Sin city that is Worcester College. I was a bit
nervous, given the slim pickings in the last few columns, about taking on this role but I’m pleased to announce that you
didn’t let me down and provided some veritable quacchanalia for me!
My first story comes straight from the White House (or the Pyramids, had that fateful motion been put through). Our
President, our supreme leader, Valiant inspirer and muse of men and women alike decided to dip his toes (and his Willy)
in the waters of singledom. While a generation of Worcester womens’ hearts skipped a beat on discovering that this third
year mathematician no longer had a First Lady, only one chick was lucky enough to [Nuf]field a presidential visit. Their
Burning desires were clearly enough to make sweet music – I wonder if that counts towards her degree? I’m sure tHet it’s
a project we’d all like to work on.
This episode has apparently sparked a wave of third year-fresher alliances. As English students, one couple who must
clearly spend a lot of time analyzing sentences and Frases, no doubt including lots from Jacobean literature. Although the
man in question is generally quite quiet and understated, our heroine clearly invested a Lotte of effort and managed to
Burrow her way into his affections. Annother similar pairing was formed, made up of people who booth play lots of football – leaving this duck pondering whether other members of college will be growing Green with envy now that the opportunity for impressing either half of this good looking couple has been all but Nicked.
And of course, new duck or not, it would not be the same without our infamous third year chemist. While it wasn’t a
Fuzzy Ducks Knight, this girl certainly got her Brookes fix, in the form of an English fresher. Word on the street is they’ve
repeated their coupling since so who knows what will happen – it’s safe to say that Tomorrow is another day!
This next set of escapades may take longer to work out than a season of the Simpsons, but annather fresher – a lawyer
this time, appears to have scored (or at least pulled) a hat-trick. The lady in question set her sights on a medic finalist –
must have been some light relief from the ‘El he wasz going through with revision. He may not have pushed the right butToms though, as she swiftly moved on to a certain towering theoLorgian – moving this swiftly she must have busier than
the M25 during a traffic Jam. She had clearly had enough of life in the fast lane and was seeking something more peaceful
and Guilt-free when she made a move on the famous pacifist Gandhi (or at least, the bold fresher who shaved off all his
hair to mimic him at the Oscar Nominations bop – that’s what I call going the extra Miles!). The PPEist in question apparently wanted further Praktice in the language of lust, and turned his attention to the newly-elected Entz rep – who did not
deNay him access!
Given Worcester’s astonishing prowess at sport, it may not come as that much of a surprise that this was not the only hattrick to have occurred – there were in fact two additional ones. Though as the fresher girl (whose behaviour is always
somewhat less classy than the vehicle which forms her namesake) is a geographer, I’m a bit surprised she was able to
count to three. She was clearly in a R[i]ush to play the field, as a fellow fresher Dared to step up to the callenge. She then
said ‘Chou’, and no doubt a lot more, to a fresher infamous for once declaring he’d had ‘only pussy’ for breakfast – shame
he’s not into dary products but I’m just relieved he doesn’t eat duck. The Ra[ja]ndy female didn’t stop there, clearly determined to provide me with Morr juicy material – I Sean am appreciative of her
efforts! This rugby playing medic fresher gentleman himself went on to prove
himself Har[d]ley the picture of chastity, ‘Ellping out a second year psychologist
in need of some TLC. Not content to stop there, he went on to Red the riot act
to a third year medic as well – I imagine it would be somewhat awkward for
them Al to bump into each other at the next shuffle night!
It wasn’t all wanton promiscuity for Worcesterites though – there must have
been something in the air over the vacation as several people decided to settle
down and get exclusive with one another. A third year geologIan fancied his
Chances of something more serious with a fresher who’s as pretty as Daisies –
I’m sure she’s Buzzing with happiness. A friend from across the pond also Tried
to commit to a fresher who she’d got Steimy with in the past around the Same
time – after some ups and downs this stability must be quite Kathertic. And the
whole college vommed in unison when a fresher engineer was Luky enough to
go Facebook official with our tropical Belle of an ex-Entz rep – unfortunathly for

me this means that it will no longer be their Bithness to fedd me salacious gossip – but such Ys life.
It would appear that not everyone is aiming for the domestic bliss of coupledom, however. One finalist geographer had
apparently decided a faithful relationship wasn’t enough when, unbeknownst to his (no doubt soon-to-be [Al]ex) girlfriend
at home, he capitalised on the finAl bop of last term, preying on not one but two drunkenly unsuspecting women. This
duck highly disapproves of such Goddarful behaviour and imagines that soon he will be Dominated with regret and reMorrce.
I could not have imagined that my first column would be so jammed with morsels of gossip so I would like to thank you
from the bottom of my avian heart – and earnestly plead you to keep up the good work. I will be watching you closely, but
in case I miss anything, please send all the quacking details you can find to peekingduckofworcester@gmail.com

Pimms and Picnic
Sunday 3pm, Nuffield Lawn

Charity games night
Monday 9pm, JCR

Tea at three
Tuesday 3pm, JCR

Watch out for

Finalists' tea at
three
Friday 3pm, JCR

-‘I’m going to run the London Marathon.’
-‘Why on earth would you want to do that?! ‘
This exchange pretty much sums up most of the past 6/7 months. After finally
getting a place in the London Marathon I set out to achieve one of the top priorities on my ‘bucket list.’

I started running when I was fifteen, initially just as an attempt at getting fit.
But never one to do things by halves and with my increasing love of running
spurring me on, I dared to dream big. The London Marathon was never something I’d ever thought I’d be able to
accomplish, I definitely don’t have the typical skinny, lean runner body. But I love a challenge. And so I started applying on the ballot to get a place.

After five years of unsuccessful attempts to get a ballot spot, I finally managed to secure a place running for the
great charity Amnesty International. Training soon began and as the winter drew on, through rain, sunshine and
snow, I managed to run about three/four times a week. I started blogging, partly to touch base with people who
were supporting me, but also somewhat selfishly as a way for me to vent. Embarrassing incidents of running and
singing at the same time, the absolute nightmare of running through a field filled with Cows and revelations about
dating and rich tea biscuits, my whole training period not only changed me physically, but definitely let me grapple
with some of life’s challenges.

Training was not without injury, from tendonitis in my calves to problems with hyper-mobile hips (all my Shakira
hip shaking impersonations have clearly not done me any favours). But it was also great to push my body further
than I thought capable, train with incredibly kind friends as well as push through the final couple of months on my
own (no one was really up for a casual 22 mile run…)
And finally, Marathon day hit. Sunday 21st April. The day I’d been dreaming about for so long was finally here! My
goodness, London in the sunshine, with masses of supporters lining the streets and an array of crazy costumes to
keep you amused is really something. Those 26.2 miles were some of the most gruelling, but also the most exciting. People shouting your name, being passed by runners dressed as Percy Pig (embarrassing, but also wonderful!), and pushing yourself further than ever before is really quite extraordinary. Unfortunately I injured my hip on
mile 13 and so ended up running slower than I had hoped to, but it did not detract
from the wonderful feeling of actually finishing a marathon. I receiving my medal,
goody-bag full of munchies, met my family and friends, and promptly burst into
tears (I know, get a grip ey!). To be able to capture a life ambition, to give it everything I had, is such an incredible experience.

Granted hoisting myself up the six flights of stairs in staircase 18 and getting out of
bed the past couple of mornings has been an absolute mission, but pain is temporary. If there’s one thing I have learnt, and would encourage anyone else to do, is
to every once in a while give in to your crazy, far-fetched ambitions, and just ‘go for
it.’ The Marathon was probably the hardest, but also one of the best things I have
ever done. Thank you so much to everyone who has encouraged and supported
me, helped me fundraise, and of course helped me up the stairs!

Jenny Gwyther

Something to get involved in

Writing for the Woosta Source
Alas, age (and revision) has finally caught
up with me. My final recommendation is
therefore to simply encourage everyone to
have a go at writing an article. I’d like to
think this piece has illustrated that intellectual content is not essential. Indeed, some
people have come up to me and asked
why I chose to write it in the first place. For
me, the answer is always the same. There
was very little in the Source. However, I
did also do it to make them feel good, to
make them feel like anything is possible.
And if I made them laugh along the way,
then sue me. I didn’t do it so people would
come up to me and go “Thank you, Raj.
Thank you for the recommendations, for
the wisdom, for the advice.” I did it so, one
day, someone might turn around and say
“There goes Rajan Patel. I must remember
to thank him.”

The Edible Garden, located between the tennis court
and the Earl Building, has just entered its third year. The
garden was inaugurated, as its founder Elisabeth Sandis
recalls, “on a rather chilly morning in January” of 2010.
The garden proved to be so successful that, in addition
to the original plot of land, the College generously furnished the team with a second plot at the back of
Worcester Cottage. Today, both locations remain in use.
This year, the gardening team has planted a host of
fruits and vegetables, including parsnips, onions, carrots, potatoes, lettuce, peas, beetroot, blackcurrants,
raspberries, strawberries, apples and various herbs. Gardening sessions are typically held each Sunday from
noon until 2:00 pm at the main site (between the tennis
court and the Earl Building). All are encouraged to
attend these sessions! Look out for email reminders
from your JCR and MCR representatives.
Brian Reese

And Finally...
Ben Howard’s ‘Every Kingdom’ is a sensational album.

Each row, column, and box must contain the digits from 1 to 9.
First correct solution to melissa.russon@worc.ox.ac.uk wins a chocolate bar
and surprise.
Source: Sudokucollection.com

Three of Worcester’s multilinguals took part in this year’s
Spanish Play, La Vida es
Sueño. Maddy Mould reports
on an beautiful but bemusing show.
Firstly, I’d like to apologise to anyone who’s studied
this play, or went to see it and miraculously understood. Given that I lack in artistic/creative ability in
every way, I was confused. Entertained, but confused (sadly there were definite references to justice, authority and the law… things I think I’m probably meant to understand for my degree – gutted).
One friend explained the whole play to me as ‘He
was on drugs. Opium’. I’m going to tentatively propose that there was a little more to it than that
though, and if the title is anything to go by the play
was drawing on the idea that we can never really
know whether we’re awake or dreaming, or whether anything we experience is reality at all. Set in Poland (because apparently when the play was written
Poland was, to all Spaniards, our equivalent of Timbuktu – a far off place that might as well be part of
a different world, which a little part of us probably
still thinks is mythical even when we see it on a
map) the play incorporated an oracle, lots of references to birds and stars, murder, a race to the
throne, treachery, love, honour and familial tensions in a complicated web connecting each of the
characters. Segismundo, son of the King yet raised
in a mountain prison and starved of human contact
save that of his jailor/teacher (who happens to be
the father of the girl he later takes a bit of a shining
to), is brought to the Polish court to be given a
chance to prove the predictions of a tyrannical and
disastrous reign wrong. Meanwhile Astolfo and Estrella, his cousins, are watching closely to take the
throne should he fail. He does, and is returned to
the prison where he’s tricked into believing it was
all a dream. Later liberated by revolutionary soldiers, who seek to reinstate him as Prince of Poland,
he is unsure what is a dream and what is reality,
and this fear of awakening at any moment drives
him to be a good, forgiving and noble Prince. At

which point, having overcome his savage character,
defied all the prophecies about him and righted all
the disturbed relationships going on, he dies. I think
he finally realised that this was all a dream, overcame it and broke out into reality – hopefully he
woke up in the Spanish sunshine after a cheeky
afternoon nap – but who knows, maybe it just all
got a bit much for him and he did just die.
In the midst of this heavy philosophical pondering
there were some nuggets of light relief in the form
of the ladies in waiting, Astolfo’s outfit and most
importantly Clarín. Clarín’s death was definitely a
highlight – although being a bit tragic (the lighthearted one had left the play, who knew what was
coming next?) he (played by a girl, so she?) boogied
off with death in style, shaking away to the only non
-creepy music in the play. Worcester was brilliantly
represented, with Katia Spivakovsky-Gonzalez playing a leading role as Rosaura incredibly well. I overheard several comments from people who looked
like they knew what they were talking about on
how fantastic she was, so be assured that it’s not
just my Worcester-bias sneaking through. Also,
credit to Kyran – not everyone can die twice in one
play with such style – and Sarah Peyton-Jones for
her beautiful singing and wonderful facial expressions.

Got a competitive streak? Fancy yourself as a pictionary master? Love
a bit of mariokart? Come along to the JCR on Monday of 3rd at 8pm
for CHARITY GAMES NIGHT. Come along to compete for some prizes
and take a well deserved break from work. Donations will be welcomed on the door, going to the JCR's 4 charities- OxPat, Action for
Young Carers, Against Malaria Foundation and MIND

Teddy Hall Relays
The Worcester College Men's Team achieved victory in
the college category of the Teddy Hall Relays this year.
The team consisting of Chris Phillips-Hart, Tom Brookes
(who managed to run despite barely being able to walk),
Xander Ryan and Julien Anani Isaac finished in a time of
1.25.52 to the horror of New College who had been hoping to replicate last year's victory. Defeat of the King
College London University team and Bristol University
team was the icing on the cake.
Good runs were also achieved from Adam Speake and
Naomi Webber who featured in the victorious men's and
women's Oxford Uni teams respectively. Miriam Stoney,
Lisa Wehden and Rosaria Munda were the other

Worcesterites seeking glory and all girls had good runs
despite the fact Miriam left Lisa waiting for a minute in
the changeover pit! The team came home 27th overall
and 5th out of the college teams.
All in all, a successful day out. Here's to more success
next year!
CPH

Upcoming….
Football dinner in Hall, Saturday of 2nd @ 7.30pm
Cricket dinner in Hall, Saturday of 3rd @7.30pm

Team-mates, co-captains and
Will Valori regular Woosta Source contributors Will Valori and Raj Patel
have often fought side by side. Here they
come head-to-head at last as
we put them on the sport.
Raj Patel
Next Adam Healy ( - Liam Steward
George, March 2013)

Describe yourself in 3 words

I recommend things

Leading Cheltenham Town to League
Two Victory

Childhood sporting dream

Co-purchasing a sporting mascot

"Overhead Kick" Goal on 1sts Debut

Favourite sporting memory

Liverpool vs. AC Milan, Champion’s
League Final 2005

Strength, Hen Nights
Ball and Socket Joints, Hen Nights

Strengths

Hugging

Weaknesses

Strength

Co-captain, friend, hero. An absolute
player, respect again.

Raj on Will/Will on Raj

Getting onto the back of the Varsity
'12 Hoodie

Proudest sporting achievement

Cuppers Chants

Best thing about your sport

Absolute player, respect again
Opening my account for the 3rds
(only took a year and a half…)
Valori’s topless goal celebration

Felix Easton-Smith - the boy's got
feet like hands

Sporting hero

Steven Gerrard

Rosa Hurdidge, Cup Stacker Extraordinaire

Sporting crush

Hettie Miller – slamming bod

A tie between Toni Kouroutakis and
Jezza Wicker for the passion and
comedy respectively

Favourite teammate

I wanna be like Dugie Young
Current possessor of the Croquet
Varsity Trophy

Future sporting ambition
Claim to fame

Antonis Kouroutakis

To win a tennis match against Rob
Moss (a.k.a. Lionel Mossi)
Have spooned the JCR president
BBE: 2/5/2013

